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ABSTRACT
The mixel camera combines a new type of hardware component – an array of light mixing chambers – with a mathematical method that restores captured hyperspectral data with large keystone to its keystone-free form. When it is no longer necessary to correct keystone in hardware, the requirements to the optical design become much less stringent, and the mixel camera can therefore collect about four times more light than most traditional high-resolution cameras. However, for the mathematical data restoring method to function correctly, the geometry of the camera – such as the relative position of the image sensor and the slit – should be known with a small fraction of a pixel precision. Due to quite small sensor pixel size, it may be very challenging to make the camera so rigid mechanically that previously obtained calibration data remain valid for a long enough period. We will in this paper show how the captured hyperspectral data from the scene of interest, i.e., an unknown natural scene, can be used to give sufficiently precise calibration.

INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral cameras are increasingly used for various military, scientific, and commercial purposes. Push-broom cameras are particularly popular when high spatial and spectral resolution in combination with high signal-to-noise ratio is required. Unfortunately, these cameras also introduce spatial and spectral artefacts, known as keystone and smile, to the recorded hyperspectral data (1). This may significantly distort the captured spectra.

Smile could in principle be handled by oversampling the spectrum, since typically there are significantly more pixels on the sensor in the spectral direction than the required number of spectral channels. However, in the spatial direction one normally wants to take advantage of the full resolution of the sensor, and the problem with keystone can therefore not be handled the same way.

The mixel camera solves the problem with keystone by combining a new type of hardware component – an array of light mixing chambers – with a mathematical method to restore captured data with large keystone to its preferred keystone-free form (2,3). When it is no longer necessary to correct keystone in hardware, the optical design task becomes very much easier. This opens up for the possibility to design hyperspectral cameras that can collect at least four times more light than the widely used Offner design. An example of an optical system with high spatial resolution and light throughput, designed for a mixel camera, is shown in (2).

For the mathematical data restoring method to function correctly, the geometry of the camera (such as the relative position of the image sensor and the slit) should be known with a small fraction of a pixel precision. However, due to quite small sensor pixel size, it may be very challenging to make the camera so rigid mechanically that previously obtained calibration data remain valid for a long enough period. We will show that the captured data from the scene of interest, i.e., an unknown natural scene, can be used to give sufficiently precise calibration.

Norwegian and international PCT patent applications have been filed for the technology presented in this article (4,5). A prototype camera has been built and is currently being tested.
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THE MIXEL CAMERA CONCEPT

We will first briefly describe the mixel camera concept. A more thorough description of the concept can be found in (2). The mixel camera contains a new type of hardware component – an array of light mixing chambers – that is inserted into the camera slit. Each chamber sees a particular area of the scene, and such an area is referred to as a ‘scene pixel’. The purpose of the chambers is to mix the incoming light from the scene pixels as evenly as possible, so that the light distribution at the output of a chamber becomes uniform and independent of the light distribution of the corresponding scene pixel, see Figure 1.

![Figure 1: An example of how the light mixing chambers may look (only a few chambers are shown). The input signal from the scene (green curve) is mixed in the chambers so that the light distribution at the output of each chamber (red curve) becomes uniform.](image)

The projection of a scene pixel onto the slit, as it appears after passing through the mixing chamber, is referred to as a ‘mixel’. The light content of a mixel is equal to the light content of the corresponding scene pixel, but while the light distribution over the scene pixel is unknown (due to subpixel sized details), the light distribution over the corresponding mixel is always known (uniform). When the light distribution is known, it is possible to restore data captured with keystone to its original keystone-free form.

In order to restore \( N \) mixels from \( M \) recorded sensor pixels, where \( M > N \), we must utilize the data restoring equation set given in (2):

\[
E^R_m = \sum_{n=1}^{N} q_{mn} E_n, \quad m = 1, 2, \ldots, M
\]  

(1)

where \( E_n \) is the unknown value (energy) for mixel \#n, \( E^R_m \) is the pixel value (energy) recorded in sensor pixel \#m, and \( q_{mn} \) is the fraction of the energy contained within mixel \#n that contributes to the value (energy) recorded in sensor pixel \#m. The coefficients \( q_{mn} \) depend on the keystone and point-spread function (PSF) of the system, and are measured during camera calibration/characterization. Typically, only two scene pixels contribute to each recorded sensor pixel, therefore most of the coefficients \( q_{mn} \) are equal to zero. Keystone for different wavelengths relative to each other within one spectral channel is assumed to be negligible.

Note that the system has more equations than unknowns (\( M > N \)). In fact, each extra pixel of keystone gives one extra equation. For the ideal case when there is no noise in the system, the

---

1. Keystone is normally defined as a difference in position of a given scene pixel as it is depicted in two or more different spectral channels. In this paper, keystone is defined as the difference in position of a given scene pixel as it is depicted by a single spectral channel compared to a reference. For a camera where keystone is corrected in hardware, the reference is another spectral channel. For the mixel camera, the reference is the mixel array, i.e., if \( N \) mixels are imaged onto \( N+k \) sensor pixels for a given spectral channel, then this spectral channel has \( k \) pixels keystone.
equation system is compatible, i.e., can be solved. However, for a real system with noise, the system is overdetermined and an optimization method, such as for instance the least squares method, could be used to obtain the solution.

The restoring process described here corrects keystone and PSF differences in the optics between the slit and the sensor. The foreoptics, which images the scene onto the input of the mixing chamber array, still needs to be keystone free. However, the design of such foreoptics can be a relatively straightforward task, because (unlike the relay optics) the foreoptics of a hyperspectral camera is not required to disperse light spectrally. If the foreoptics only consists of reflective elements, then the rays of all wavelengths will follow precisely the same path, and keystone does not appear. Of course, the design and especially the alignment of very fast (i.e. low \(F\)-number) reflective foreoptics can be very difficult. Fortunately, the foreoptics itself can have a relatively high \(F\)-number even if the camera as a total is designed to have a low \(F\)-number. Keystone-free foreoptics can therefore utilise a relatively simple full reflective design such as a 3-mirror anastigmat. The field of view of such optics can be quite large — tens of degrees if necessary.

The restoring process can be repeated for all spectral channels, converting all the recorded data (with different keystone for different spectral channels) to the same final grid. No blur or misregistration errors are introduced to the data (as would have been the case if resampling was used for the conversion \((6)\)). The result is a keystone-free hyperspectral image of the scene.

CAMERA PERFORMANCE AND THE NEED FOR CALIBRATION

The mixel camera has been shown to have the potential to significantly outperform traditional cameras that correct keystone in hardware \((2)\). However, this level of high performance requires that the camera is precisely calibrated. Below we will show how a shift in the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels affects the camera performance, if the shift is not accounted for.

A Virtual Camera software \((7)\) specifically developed for this purpose is used to simulate the mixel camera. The virtual camera uses the hyperspectral data of a real scene as input. The input data is somewhat distorted in accordance with the modeled optical distortions, sensor characteristics, and photon noise, giving a realistic picture of the size of the errors involved. Geometric ray-tracing is used to model the light mixing in the mixing chambers.

A hyperspectral data set containing 1600 spatial pixels, originally captured using a HySpex VNIR1600 hyperspectral camera \((\text{http://www.hyspex.no/products/hyspex/vnir1600.php})\), forms the “continuous” 1-dimensional scene (blue curve in Figure 2) to be captured by the virtual camera. The virtual camera is set to have significantly lower resolution (320 pixels) than the resolution of the scene. This means that five spatial pixels from the HySpex VNIR1600 data set form one scene pixel. By doing this, we simulate the fact that any real scene contains smaller details than the resolution of the camera being tested. The mixel camera is modelled to have 32 pixels keystone, i.e., the 320 scene pixels (or mixels) are recorded onto 352 sensor pixels.

![Figure 2: The reference scene consisting of 320 pixels. The blue curve shows the photon number density, while the red curve shows the corresponding scene pixel values.](image)
When analysing the camera performance we look at the relative error, \( dE \), given by:

\[
\frac{dE}{E_{\text{init}}} = \frac{E_{\text{final}} - E_{\text{init}}}{E_{\text{init}}} = 2
\]

where \( E_{\text{init}} \) is the scene pixel value (number of photons) and \( E_{\text{final}} \) is the calculated value of the same scene pixel after the signal has been processed by the camera.

Figure 3 shows the performance of the mixel camera when the camera is perfectly calibrated. Photon noise is included in the calculations. The standard deviation of the errors is 0.5% and the maximum error is 1.7%. The errors are not linked to any signal features and appear completely random. At this signal level, the camera is limited only by photon noise.

![Figure 3: Mixel camera performance when the camera is perfectly calibrated. Photon noise is included in the calculations. The standard deviation of the errors is marked by a dashed red line.](image)

Figure 4 shows the performance of the mixel camera when there is a shift of 0.05 mixel in the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels, that has not been accounted for during the calculations, i.e., the coefficients \( q_{mn} \) in equation (1) were not adjusted according to the new position of the mixel array relative to the sensor pixels. Photon noise is included. The standard deviation of the errors has now increased to 1.1% and the maximum error is 4.9%. This means that the errors have more than doubled compared to when the camera is perfectly calibrated. The largest errors appear in the areas where the scene changes rapidly (see Figure 2). This is as expected, since these are the areas where a shift in the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels will affect the data restoring process the most.

![Figure 4: Mixel camera performance when there is a shift of 0.05 mixel in the relative position of the mixel array and the sensor pixels, that has not been accounted for. Photon noise is included in the calculations. The standard deviation of the errors is marked by a dashed red line.](image)

The size of a mixel could typically be \( \sim 20 \, \mu m \) (2). A shift of 0.05 mixel then corresponds to a change in relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels of only 1 \( \mu m \), showing
clearly the need for very precise calibration of the camera. In the next section we will show how such precise calibration can be achieved.

CALIBRATION BASED ON THE ACQUIRED HYPERSPECTRAL DATA

Solving the overdetermined equation system (1) will only provide correct mixel values if the coefficients \( q_{mn} \) are correct. These coefficients describe the geometry of the mixel array image on the sensor, as well as the PSF of the relay optics. Precise measurements of the coefficients \( q_{mn} \) can be obtained by adding two end mixels and a secondary mixel array to the slit (2). Here we will focus on the possibility to determine the coefficients in post-processing instead, based on the captured hyperspectral data.

Eq. (1) can be solved by use of the least squares method. This optimization method finds the solution for the mixels that gives the best fit to the recorded data, i.e., the solution that minimizes the square sum of the mismatch errors:

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{M} \Delta_m^2 = \sum_{m=1}^{M} (E_m^R - E_m^R)^2
\]  

(3)

The more noise or other error sources that are present in the system, the more difficult it is to fit a solution, and the larger the mismatch errors will be. This fact can be used to calibrate the system with respect to the relative position between mixe ls and pixels, the relative length of the mixel array, and possibly also keystone and PSF, based only on the information in the captured image of a scene with unknown spatial and spectral content.

Imagine that the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels has changed by a certain (unknown) amount. By solving the system of Eq. (1) for different assumed shifts in position and calculating the square sum of the mismatch errors in each case, we can find the actual position of the mixel array by choosing the assumed shift where the square sum is minimum.

Let us look at an example when the true shift in the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels is \( x_0 = 0.150 \) mixel. The input signal is the scene in Figure 3 and photon noise has been included in the calculations. Figure 5a shows the resulting mismatch errors when the shift in position has not been accounted for, i.e., when we have erroneously assumed that the shift is \( x = 0 \) during the calculations. The mismatch errors are in this case large, approaching 3000 photons in some places. This means that the difference between the measured (recorded) sensor pixel value and the calculated value of the same sensor pixel (as found from the restored mixel values) can be as large as 3000 photons. The square sum of the mismatch errors was in this case found to be \( 8.2 \cdot 10^7 \).

Figure 5b shows the resulting mismatch errors when we have made the correct assumption about the shift in relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels, i.e., when we have assumed that the shift is \( x = x_0 = 0.150 \) mixel. The mismatch errors are now significantly smaller than in the previous case, indicating that our present assumption about the shift is more correct than the first assumption we made. The square sum of the mismatch errors is now reduced to \( 3.2 \cdot 10^6 \).

If we calculate the square sum of the mismatch errors for many different assumed shifts, we get the curve shown in Figure 6. The curve for the square sum of the mismatch errors is found to have a minimum when the assumed shift is \( x_{\text{min}} = 0.154 \) mixel (marked by red dashed line). This corresponds to an error in the determination of the shift of only \( \Delta x = 0.004 \) mixel. Previous simulations have shown that the position of the mixel array relative to the sensor pixels should be known with an accuracy of \( \sim 0.01 \) mixel or better (2). It seems clear that this requirement could be met by the suggested calibration method. If several spectral bands are used for the calibration, the accuracy could be increased further.

Figure 7 similarly shows an example of calibration of the relative length of the mixel array when the true length is \( L_0 = 352 \) pixels, i.e., when the mixel array with 320 mixels covers 352 pixels on the sensor. The curve for the square sum is found to have a minimum when the assumed length is \( L_{\text{min}} = 352.002 \) pixels (marked by red dashed line). The error in the determination of the mixel array length is then \( \Delta L = 0.002 \) pixel. This corresponds to a maximum error of only \( \Delta E = 0.1\% \) in the
restored input signal. The suggested calibration method therefore seems to work well also for determining the mixel array length.

![Mismatch errors](image1)

Figure 5: Mismatch errors when there is a shift of $x_0 = 0.150$ mixel in the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels. In a) no shift ($x = 0$) has been assumed during the calculations, while in b) the correct shift ($x = x_0 = 0.150$ mixel) has been used. Photon noise has been included in the calculations.

![Square sum of mismatch errors](image2)

Figure 6: Square sum of the mismatch errors as a function of assumed shift $x$ in relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels, when the true shift is $x_0 = 0.150$ mixel. Photon noise has been included in the calculations.

So far, we have shown how the calibration method can be used to detect changes in the position and length of the mixel array relative to the sensor pixel array. These are the two most important cases to monitor. Small (submicron-to-micron) deformations are quite likely to appear in an instrument the size of a hyperspectral camera – causing changes in the relative position of the mixel array and the sensor. Similarly, variations in the temperature difference between these two camera elements may cause changes in their relative length. While the temperature changes are
relatively slow, the deformations of the camera mechanics may appear even on a frame-to-frame basis. This means that the amount of data available for finding the relative position of the mixel array is limited, since information from only a single frame can be used. On the other hand, the simulations in this section have shown that a single parameter (such as relative position or relative length of the mixel array) can be determined with sufficient precision based on a very limited amount of data: not only from a single frame, but also from a single spectral channel and very few mixels, if necessary.

Figure 7: Square sum of the mismatch errors as a function of assumed mixel array length L, when the true length is \( L_0 = 352 \) pixels. Photon noise has been included in the calculations.

The calibration method could possibly also be applied to monitor changes in keystone and PSF. Both change slowly across the field of view and wavelength range, and any drift with time will normally also be slow. In order to track the keystone and PSF changes several variables will have to be calculated, each describing the keystone or PSF width in a single field point for a single spectral channel. It may therefore be necessary to utilize several consecutive frames in order to obtain the required calibration precision.

The calibration method suggested here will give the best precision in the case of a scene with many small details (which is more or less any landscape or geological scene). On a scene with little spatial variation the results will be less precise. On the other hand, the restored image of the latter type of scene would have only relatively small errors even if the camera was poorly calibrated, precisely because of the absence of small high contrast details. In the case of low light (when photon noise is high compared to the signal), the situation will be somewhat similar: the described calibration method will be less precise, but due to the already higher errors in the system caused by the higher relative photon noise, a larger error in the calibration can be accepted without increasing the total errors of the system noticeably. In other words, this calibration method has a very useful property: it is more sensitive and works more precisely in situations where high precision is more important.

CONCLUSION

The mixel camera delivers keystone-free hyperspectral images at high spatial resolution and can collect about four times more light than most traditional high-resolution cameras. However, the camera requires very precise calibration in order for the data restoring method to function correctly. A calibration method based on the captured data has been suggested, and has been shown to determine precisely the relative position between the mixel array and the sensor pixels as well as the relative length of the mixel array. The method could possibly also be used to determine changes in keystone and PSF.
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